Growth Mindset
Video: Gender and Change
(JO BOALER:) We know that girls, particularly highachieving girls, have more fixed mindsets
than any other group of students. And there are probably good reasons for that, girls are often
praised a lot when they’re young for compliant behavior, they’re probably told they’re smart a lot,
whatever the reason girls have more fixed mindsets so it’s very important for girls that they get a
sort of mindset intervention, that they learn that there’s no such thing as smart or not smart, that
they understand the power struggle, they see the brain growth, I mean really any intervention,
any good growth mindset intervention would have these elements of seeing how brains work
and seeing what happens when we make mistakes and struggle and it’s very powerful for girls
and important. The messages given to babies between the ages of zero and three predicts their
mindset five years later so, kids are picking up these ideas of fixed or growth intelligence from
birth onwards in the messages they’re given so, but the fortunate and the good thing is you can
switch, even a kid who’s had totally fixed mindset messages for a long time, once they, when
they get the evidence and the knowledge and the right teaching, they can switch to a growth
mindset. We find that we can change students’ mindsets, I change the mindsets of my
undergraduate mathematic students here at Stanford. I change the mindsets of the students we
taught in camp last summer, it doesn’t matter what age you are, you can shift in your mindset
and your thinking. And part of that shift comes about from showing people the evidence, that
brains grow and change, that nobody’s fixed, that you can learn whatever you want to learn, that
brain evidence is powerful. But then you have to make that fit with your teaching so, with my
undergraduate mathematics class for example here at Stanford, many of them have very fixed
mindsets. Many of them have got nothing but an A their whole lives and they come to Stanford,
they actually struggle in classes and many of them just fall apart, they’ve never learned that
struggle is good and they tell me that when they learn this in my class, when we look at the
impact and we talk about how struggle and failure is really good and that you can learn anything,
they say it just changes their whole pathway at Stanford. So, I know it’s powerful but in my
undergraduate mathematics class I also teach maths in those ways where we give space to
struggle and growth. And that’s what really underlines that message.

